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Mission Statement

NEWS

We strive to act as a watchdog of those instituting policy that affects students and their
surrounding communities. We are a newspaper for students, by students. Our goals are honesty,
accuracy and originality in reporting. We will hold ourselves accountable for errors in our
reporting. We invite all readers to participate.

This is your newspaper.
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The Lumberjack is a member of the California College Media Association. The
Lumberjack is printed on recycled paper and published Wednesdays during the
school year. Questions regarding editorial content of the Lumberjack should
be directed toward its Editor. Opinions expressed by guest columnists are not
necessarily those of HSU. Advertising material is published for informational
purposes and is not constructed as an expressed or implied endorsement or
verification of such commercial ventures by the Lumberjack, Associated Students,
or HSU. The views and content of the Lumberjack are those of the author and
not necessarily HSU. One-copy of the Lumberjack is provided free of charge to all
community members.
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After a slew of free throws and time-outs, the Jacks
reined in the last win of the season—the 10th in their
winning streak—76-70 against Cal State Los Angeles
at home on Feb. 25. The win ranks the Humboldt State
University men’s basketball team No. 1 in their confer2 in the Western
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MEN'S TEAM
ENDS SEASON
WITH 10-win

ence,

MARCH

and

No.

3 in the

nation.
The Jacks ended a successful season with a
California Collegiate Athletics Association record of 202, 24-2 overall.
Friday's game had a humbling lesson for the
Jacks coming off of their 71-62 win against Cal State
Dominguez Hills that earned them the CCAA title last
Wednesday.
“We thought we’d go around, high-five
people, and look good,” said Kinder, “We didn’t picture Senior Night to be a night where we saw one of
our stars with a bloodied nose.” Both senior players,
center Brian Morris and guard Ernie Spada, bled for the

Photo provided by HSU Athletic Department

Jacks’

defense

as

CSULA

made

bolder

attempts

to

score.
The

Jacks’

seat

on

top

of the

table

pushed

CSULA to play their best players throughout the match.
CSULA seniors David Norris and Franklin Session
proved an indispensable part of the Golden Eagles’
offense. Session’s agility and creativity manifested in
ambitious cuts down

the lane and fast-paced

counter-

attacks that netted him 18 points in the first half. Norris
supported as a reliable shooter the Eagles could lay-off
to when

the Jacks’

defense

pressured

Session.

scored 8 points in the first half.
The Jacks kept close on CSULA,

Norris

taking the

lead 36-35 with four free throws before the close of the

half. Brian Morris led the team’s scoring with 17 points.
The Jacks tightened defense on Session in the
second

half.

Kinder said the team

tried different play-

ers to cover the CSULA senior, waiting until later in the
game to use junior guard Brandon Sperling. “[Session]
is a good scorer,” said Sperling. “He’s quick. He steals
the ball and shoots well from the perimeter.” Sperling’s
defense combined with a team effort to shut out
Session, conceding only two baskets from the CSULA
point guard.
CSULA relied more on Norris for scoring.
Norris acquired 15 more points by the end of the game.
The Jacks rose to an 8-point lead midway through
the second half. CSULA closed the gap four minutes
later when Session intercepted a pass near the halfcourt boundary. Session rushed toward the undefended Jacks’ basket. He leapt up high enough to swing
the ball around for a one-handed slam dunk that set
the score 61-60 in Jacks’ favor. The Jacks would have
to battle for any of the points collected in the last five
minutes of play.
Sperling had 21 points and eight rebounds for
the match. Junior forward Randy Hunter had 14 and 7.
Morris earned a double-double with 28 points and 12
rebounds.
The win marked the end of agreat basketball season,

Photo provided by HSU Athletic Department
punctuated by Senior Night celebrations of its two record-breaking players. Senior Ernie Spada broke the
HSU record for most career 3-pointers. Soada secured
two from the Wednesday match against Dominguez
Hills that set him 198, compared to former record-holder Vince Zinselmeir’s 196. Senior Brian Morris broke
the HSU single-game scoring record when he racked
up 50 points in the Jan. 13 game against Cal State
Monterey Bay. Spada was proud of the team’s CCAA
title. “To see that (championship) banner hangin’ on the

wall feels pretty good,” he said.
The Jacks are confident in the season results
and optimistic for postseason play.
They opened
the first round of the CCAA tournament against Cal
State Stanislaus, March 1; results to be posted on the
Lumberjack website.
Morris said the team’s performance has “painted a bull’s eye on our backs,” bringing
out the toughest play from any opponent they will face
in the postseason tournament.
However, Morris assures the Jacks “We’re not gonna sleep on anybody.”

Nick Swain may be

contacted at thejack@
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BU DG ET BACKLASH
rotest against proposed cuts to Planned Parenthood
Cukaws supporters and detractors outside the Superior
Courthouse in Eureka.
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abortion counterprotest formed
across the street to
show disapproval
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Kaci

Poor

Staff Writer

Cars honk as they speed past the group of
more than 200 Planned Parenthood supporters in
front of the Eureka Courthouse. The sun disappears behind gray clouds and hail pelts from the
sky. The bright pink posters that read “Don’t take
away my birth control” and “I support Planned
Parenthood” are lifted overhead to form makeshift umbrellas.
Jermaine Brubaker, outreach coordinator for
Six Rivers Planned Parenthood, winds through
the crowd, megaphone in hand. “Yes we plan!
Yes we plan!” Brubaker belts out. The crowd
goes wild.
“| am super happy with the turnout,” event
organizer Tia Baratelle shouts over the noise of
the crowd, her breath visible in the cold air. “Even
though it’s freezing people came out to show they
care about Planned Parenthood.”
Baratelle is the Public Affairs Directorfor SRPP.
She used Facebook to spread word about Friday’s
rally. “This morning we had 265 people saying
they would attend and 176 maybes. Facebook
certainly made everything easier.” Baratelle organized the rally after the United States House
Representatives’
of
recent proposal

going to an organization that provides abortions.”
Eureka resident Dance Farrell’s sign reads
“Men Regret Lost Fatherhood.” Farrell stands
against Planned Parenthood because two of
his girlfriends aborted pregnancies without his
knowledge. “I! didn’t have any choice in the matter. Men have no rights,” Farrell says. “My taxes
shouldn’t go to anything quite as controversial as
abortion.”
Farrell and Bertain stand across the street
from the Planned Parenthood supporters amid
a crowd of about twenty people. Bertain says
she can’t support Planned Parenthood for a
number of reasons besides the abortion services the organization offers. Bertain believes
Planned Parenthood is aiding and abetting sex
traffickers. Bertain also disagrees with Planned
Parenthood’s attitude toward sex. “I don’t support promiscuity. Pre-marital sex can’t be healthy
for one’s well-being, soul or body.” Bertain believes that abstinence is the most important part
of sex-education.
Leah Watts is pro-choice and a freshman at
Humboldt State University. Under her heavy jacket,

$317

X

provides

million

wears

a

pink

Planned
Parenthood
shirt.
Watts
heard
about the rally through

to cut

Title X.
Title

she

dollars

her

involvement

with

in funding for family
planning. A proposed

VOX,
a_
nationwide
program that provides

amendment

representation

would

prevent
Planned
Parenthood from receiving
any _ federal
funding, — eliminating

more than $75 million

for

Planned
Parenthood
on college campuses.
Watts says the group
is planning a sex trivia
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night as an interactive

in family-planning aid
Planned
Parenthood
Currently
receives.
Due
to
the
Hyde
Amendment, _ federal
funds cannot be used
to fund abortion-related expenses.
SRPP
serves
just
under
9,000 patients in the
community.
Baratelle
explains that 93 percent of the health care services these patients recieve are preventative. This
includes contraceptives, as well as cancer and
STD screenings. First-trimester abortions comprise only seven percent of services.
Nichole Gans, director of information and education for SRPP, can’t understand the decision
to cut Title X funding. “I am really just scratching
my head, because it just doesn’t make fiscal sense
to take away these funds. The Hyde Amendment
restricts all federal dollars used by Planned
Parenthood,” she explains. “We cannot use federal dollars for abortions.”

way to teach students
how to live a safe,
sexy and healthy life.
Any students interested in getting involved
with VOX can check
out a club meeting
held Monday from 5 to
6 p.m. in Nelson Hall
East 116.
VOX is one of several Planned Parenthood programs that would
be affected by cuts to federal funding. SRPP
offers outreach programs to over 30 schools in
Humboldt, Del Norte and Trinity Counties. Gans
explains that one of the main purposes of Planned
Parenthood is to educate youth. This begins with
abstinence, but if youth do decide to be active,
the organization offers the resources and guidance to protect against STD’s and unintended
pregnancies.
“We really want people to think about these
things ahead of time,” Gans explains. A wave

makes

Planned Parenthood is here to stay!” Gans waits
a few minutes for them to finish before she continues, “We want people doing what the name of
the organization says: planning their parenthood.”

Cutting

Planned

Parenthood

funds

sense to pro-life supporter, Essie Bertain. Bertain,

22, holds a sign that reads “Women Deserve Better
than Abortion”. “You can say that federal funding
is not going toward abortions,” she says, “but it is

of chanting

interrupts

her.--

“Oh

ho,

hey,

hey,

Kaci Poor may be contacted at thejack@humboldt.edu
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Hailed by cris tor their “rootsy mix of 70s rock and
power pp” & fr the unnching att to ‘in
sweet and play it dirty”

Nat Keete

Concert Carnival 9:30pm - $15
The guitarist from Hot Buttered Rum sets the table
for a multi-media variety show, starring members og
Elephant Revival, Poor Man's Whiskey, izabella..

LIOMIZE opens tor the

LEN

ay Be Supervillians!
s2on-sio
lwo of Florida's biggest musical exports, Less than

dake and The Supervillains have joined forces for the
first time ever...
Tuesday March 8

New Mastersounds wso’s Gam
The Fox Street Allstars: A Special ie?

Mardi Gras Party 9:30pm - $15

The evacuation of the BSS sends signals HSU

BSS EVACUATED
Derek

Lactaoen

Online

Editor

evacuation plans.

Specializing in Collision Repair
651
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could be better

prepared for disaster. | Josh Aden

Monday’s
semi-successful
evacuation of the Behavioral
and Social Sciences building
affirmed the need for University
Police to revamp
Humboldt
State
University’s _ building

FREDS BODY SHOP

yw

va We

The
University
Police
Department (UPD) responded
to a call about a suspicious
package on the fifth floor of the
Behavioral and Social Sciences
(BSS). UPD tried to identify
its contents and who left it for
about two hours before calling
the
Humboldt
Sheriff’s
Department bomb squad, said
Police Chief Tom Dewey.
The evacuation lasted
about 20 minutes before the
owner of the package arrived
and told them that it was a gift
and opened the box. The bomb
squad never entered the building.
Dewey said the emergency
procedure was mostly positive, but there was room for improvement.
“Some
things went very
well, some things are always
complicated in a building that
large,” he said.
Bret Jacobson, a sociology
and political science sophomore, left the building after his
professor canceled class for
the evacuation.

Jacobson said UPD didn’t
handle the evacuation well and
that people were entering the
building as he exited.
“People were just walking
around the building with no
knowledge of what was going
on,” he said. “i feel like if it was
enough of an issue that | needed to be evacuated from class,
the entire building should have
gone into lock down.”
Chief Dewey said that because
the
evacuation
happened during lunch hour, UPD
was unable to contact staff and
faculty they rely on during emergencies.
Building
coordinators
are
responsible for maintaining a
building. In the context of an
emergency situation, they are responsible for naming staff or faculty to building marshal and floor
captain positions. Those people
execute evacuation procedures.
Anthropology
chair
Mary
Glenn is the fifth floor captain
for the BSS building. She was
in a meeting when UPD began
evacuating the building and
“missed all the excitement.”
Ken Ayoob, the dean of the
College of Arts, Humanities and
Social Sciences, is the building coordinator for BSS and
the backup captain for the fifth
floor. He was out of town on
Monday at a conference and
wasn’t reached. Ayoob was unavailable for comment.
Jan Marnell is the emergen-

Cy
management
administrative coordinator for HSU. She
said she couldn’t reach Glenn
or Ayoob, but she contacted
Building Marshal Alicia Cuevas
and other floor captains to start
the evacuation. Cuevas also
works in administrative support
for the anthropology department.

Marnell said Monday’s incident solidified the campus’
need to revamp their emergency procedures concerning
building coordinators roles in
evacuations.
“That’s all being reworked
at this point right now,” said
Marnell. “We’re trying to make
it so there’s only one contact
for the building instead of five.
We want to streamline the process.”
Marnell begins this month to
overhaul the evacuation plans
of 10 buildings, and she will look
at 10 more buildings in October.
She started this process before
Monday’s evacuation.
The
CSU
Chancellor’s
Office Executive Order 1013
mandates that building coordinators and building marshals
must be trained annually on a
building’s evacuation process.
Marnell said the last time they
were trained for the BSS building was 2008.

Derek Lactaoen may be

contacted at thejack@
humboldt.edu
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Editor-in-Chief, Managing Editor

Hours:

Thirty firefighters responded
to a fire at Figas Construction on
South G Street Monday at about
5 p.m.

= Sun. 8-10,Mon. 8-11
Tue. through Thur. 8-12
Fri: and Sat. 8-1:30

Stacey Salas, a nearby resident, first saw the fire. Salas said
she could see “...just a little wisp
of smoke, then it went crazy. You
could smell it though, smell it before you saw it.”
side the building that smoke was
coming from the attic.
“They
came _ running
out
and got fire extinguishers,” said
Salas.
The Arcata Fire Department
put out the fire. They went
through the attic to take anything
out worth salvaging.
Although the cause of the fire
was yet to be determined, Arcata
Fire Department Battalion Chief
Justin McDonald said that an investigation is being conducted
to find out the cause of the fire.
There were no injuries.
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Salas ran to tell the people in-

G44
a street, avcata ca
S22. 1965

Melissa Hutsell and
Nicholas Preciado may
be contacted at thejack@
humboldt.edu

Firefighters outside Figas Construction on
South G Street where a fire sparked in the
attic. | Preston Drake-Hillyard

Saturday, Feb. 26
3:13 a.m. Two people were arrested while doing graffiti under the pedestrian overpass on LK
Wood Boulevard. Another person was arrested for
the same thing at 4:35 a.m. There’s a camera there,
people. They see you.

vera eel

5:08 a.m.
Aman was reported going in and out of
dumpsters near the Redwood residence hall. He was
cited for petty theft... for stealing stuff other people
threw away.

Wednesday, Feb. 23
5:08 a.m. A person was warned for camping in

their car in the library parking lot. Needless to say, it’s
difficult to disassemble a tent inside a car.
Thursday, Feb. 24
7:40 a.m. Police were called to the library when
someone threatened to kick another person in the

face. The person who made the threat was arrested for an outstanding warrant. Avoid unwarranted
threats when warranted.

7:09 p.m. Traffic slowed on LK Wood Boulevard
because of four youths on skateboards. Police were
unable to find the skateboarders, who were able to
do something UPD can’t: slowing traffic on LK Wood.

_”

lo”

ANNIVERSARY

OPEN LATE!

Sunday, Feb. 27
1:47 a.m. A UPD patrol was sent to assist Arcata
police with a fire in a “portapotty” near the skatepark

on Sunset Boulevard. The Potty Pyro strikes again.

MON-THUR: 11AM - 1AM
FRI-SAT: 11AM - 3AM
SUN: 11AM-11PM

822-4650
arcatapizza.com

Compiled by Josh Aden
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Nicholas

Preciado

Managing Editor

Arcatas

Humboldt State University will offer an online
graduate social work program in Spring 2012.
Applications will be accepted this summer.
“This program is designed for the working
student who may live in a rural area,” said Jamie
Jensen, Director of the undergraduate social
work program. “This program will allow those
same students to maintain employment and a
home in their own community and still pursue an
advanced degree.”
While taking classes on campus requires
students to conform to courses with a set time,
Jensen said the online program gives students
the flexibility to have classes fit around their
schedules.
“This program will better meet the needs of
people who would find it difficult to participate
in our full time or campus program,” said Dr.
Christian Itin, MSW Program Director.
In addition to giving students a flexible
schedule, the online program will allow students
who do not live around the school to still take
classes.
Jensen said students are concerned they will
not have the faculty support that can be found
in aclassroom. A regional mentoring program is
being created. This will allow students to meet
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Brazil

A court in Brazil ordered a halt to construction on the Belo Monte hydroelectric dam planned in the Amazon. The decision cites concerns for the health of
native communities and the environment. Proponents of the dam, the world’s third largest if completed, say it is essential for Brazil’s growing economy.
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with someone in the community to act as a tutor
and help them.
Students enrolled in the online program will
meet once or twice a year on campus in what
the program is calling intensives. Jensen said the
intensives will give students the chance to meet
with other students enrolled in the program, faculty members and participate in workshops.
“There’s a lot more to college’ than what
Jenna
said
classroom,”
in the
learn
you
mastudies
international
Swartzendruber, a junior
jor who supports the upcoming online program.
The program is funded through a grant received from the Superior Mental Health Workforce
Education Task Force Partnership. Itin said that
once the program starts, it will be fully self-funded. Students enroll through Extended Education
and pay for each unit they take in the program.
Financial aid is available to those enrolled in the
program.
This new program will not change anything for
current social work majors enrolled at Humboldt
State. It is an addition to what the College of
Professional Studies offers.
The fully online program is awaiting review by
the Western Association of Schools and Colleges
and the Council on Social Work Education.
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Landslides in La Paz wiped out roads and homes in a poor hillside neighborhood, Sunday. At
least five have been killed and thousands displaced. President Evo Morales vowed the government of Bolivia will provide aid and new homes to the victims.
Libya
As unrest sweeps across North Africa, Libyan forces under Moammar Gadhafi violently
cracked down on the rebelling populace. Towns held by the opposition were reportedly attacked
by government forces Monday night, but were held back. Gadhafi has denied the people are truly
against him in Libya and states the demonstrators are influenced by drugs and al-Qaida. Around
150,000 people are attempting to flee violence in the country and Tunisian border crossings are
overwhelmed with refugees. The United States positioned naval and air power near Libya, sending
signals of possible intervention in the conflict.
India
Eleven people were sentenced to death for their roles in killing 59 Hindu pilgrims in 2002. They
were convicted of setting fire to a train full of pilgrims as part of a violent Muslim mob that attacked
the train in the town of Godhra. The attack set off riots in India that killed more than 1,000 people,
mostly Muslim. Another 20 people were sentenced to life in prison for participating in the mob.
Pakistan

An American CIA operative was arrested after he shot and killed two peopie iast month in
Pakistan. He has been held in Lahore since. The role of Raymond Davis is murky and he has been
reported to be everything from a CIA security contractor to the acting head of CIA operations in
Pakistan. Pakistani officials have reftused demands by the United States that he be returned. The
United States said Davis was in the country with diplomatic immunity. Davis claims the men he
shot tried to rob him. He was arrested with a Glock pistol, surveillance equipment, a GPS system,
and a long-range radio.
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Blessed Love and S \A/ RGN
Stephanie Giles
Staff Writer

The members of local band Synrgy spread good vibes through Humboldt and beyond. Brian Zach, TJ Eilers, Clay Baker, Thomas Mackay and Aaron Reed know
how to capture the reggae spirit. With two albums out and another one on the way, Synrgy is climbing the music industry’s ladder. “There’s therapeutic value in writing
music and being able to confidently perform that music is unreal,” vocalist and guitar player Brian Zach said. The band overcame struggles with band member changes
and conflicts with Border Control, (being pulled over just for their “reggae look),” while touring, but never ceased to spread the good vibrations. “They continue to senda
conscious message to make people realize,” manager and photographer Wild Bill said. The Lumberjack asked Synrgy some questions.
Lumberjack: How long
has the band been performing together?
Zach: We’ve been performing
since Spring
of
2007 in Flagstaff, where &
we’re originally from.
3
LJ: How did you decide
@

m

|

Zach:

LJ:
your

What’s
pet

peeves

one

of

when

performing?
Zach: | don’t drink,
m and the majority of our

on your band name?

| think | came

across it on a fortune cookie and | looked up the definition: “to work together to
become greater than the
separate parts.” | thought
it was a perfect name for a
band.
LJ: Where do you find
your inspiration for your
music?
Eilers: Everyday life. A lot
of other Reggae music too.
Zach: The good, the bad.
Politics, Environmental and
Global issues. Philosophical
and moral issues. Anything
that we want to bring to
other peoples’ attention.
LJ: What’s your favorite
part about performing?
Zach:
Seeing
people
dance at our shows and

ready to play in town
more. We have a show
at Blondie’s on March
12, for free!

| gigs that provide us inB come are bar shows.
When people get too
drunk, it really makes
me

wonder

if they

are

B listening to the words of

\

\

our music. When people
start fights at our reggae shows, it makes me
wonder if they’ve heard
any of the words | sang.
These situations underline the frustrations of
being a songwriter for
me.
LJ: What are some
of your future goals?

Zach: To spread our
music and love everywhere we Can.
LJ: What was your
Members of Synrgy
| Stephanie Giles
most memorable show?
sing our lyrics. | love being able to travel and do what | love every day.
Zach: We threw a huge party at my house in Flagstaff and we performed. |
spent a night in jail that night for “disturbing the peace.” | thought it was ironic that
Eilers: We really work our asses off to get our music to sound right and to con| was accused of disturbing the peace with peace. We wrote a song about it. It’s
fidently go on stage is unreal.
LJ: How do you feel when you hear people sing your songs?
called “Officer Jackson.”
LJ: Have you had any embarrassing moments while on tour?
Zach: There’s no other feeling like Knowing people are listening and you can
Eilers: Well first of all, We always bring our dog Spoons with us on all our tours.
potentially have an effect on people. We were in a store in Yuma and our acoustic
Before one show we had we were eating dinner with Norma Fraser, a huge ‘60s
album came on and a man told me his 7-year-old son listened to that album while
reggae artist. We were trying to keep our cool and be professional. After dinner, we
playing video games. | was into the fact that a youth was listening to positive regwere behind the bar before our show when Norma was talking about how much
gae music while playing crazy violent video games. It’s awesome to think he is
she enjoyed Spoons. When | went to pet her, | found out she rolled in shit and it got
growing up to our vibes.
all over me. | looked totally helpless with shit all over my hands, but Norma got a
LJ: What’s your most memorable song?
bucket of warm soapy water and a rag and helped us clean everything up. We still
Zach: “Live in Love,” which is also the name of our first album. A girl told
don’t know what kind of shit it was.
me that her friend had passed away and that song really helped her through her
LJ: What advice do you have to other bands and musicians starting out?
struggle.
LJ: Where do you guys typically perform?
Eilers: Have the passion to get up there and mean what you say.
Eilers: Well we just finished our West Coast tour and we want to keep doing
Zach: I'll say what every musician bigger than me that I’ve spoken to said: don’t
that, going on tours.
stop.
eecoeveveee
we’re
but
Zach: For the past year we have been really serious about touring

Stephanie Giles may be
contacted at thejack@
humboldt.edu
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THe Cueapest Cup of Corret ONWe AMPUS
Derek

Lactaoen

Staff

Writer

Coffee. It’s like oxygen for college students. We need it to survive. But being college students, we tend to not-have a lot of money. So,
where on the Humboldt State University campus can you find the cheapest cup of drip coffee?
It all depends on the type of coffee, the size and who you get it from. Ron Rudebock, director of Dining Services, says coffee prices at
dining services locations like the’J or the new College Creek Marketplace are standardized unless the type of coffee is different. Clubs that
sell coffee and non-dining
coffee they choose.

services locations like Muddy

Waters: in the Depot

are able to set their own

serve whatever type of

prices and

Across campus, dining services facilities use Humboldt Bay Coffee. Rudebock says esiiet= prices went up at the beginning of the school

year when

os Wri

HSU's

supplier at Humboldt

Bay Coffee

forecast rising prices for coffee beans.

Rudebock

with J-Points comes

adds that pay@

with a 25 percent discount at dining services locations and a C-Card has a 5 percent discount.
Even without the discount, Muddy Waters worker Cassie Pais says its prices are pretty fair. She says, like the rest of campus,
prices last fall and received some complaints, but people realized that pricey coffee was a nationwide trend and got used to it.
“Our prices cater to individuals who bring their own cup,” says Pais.

it raised

She goes there because

it always

Hunter Daniel is a senior finance major who gets his coffee at Muddy Waters. He says convenience is his biggest factor in going there.
“I have class in Siemens Hall at 8 a.m. and this allows me one more snooze on my.alarm,” says Daniel.
from Muddy

cultural anthropology major, also gets her ae

Mackenzie Terzian, sophomore

Waters.

has at least one fair trade option.
Junior Abel Gutierrez, a pre-physical therapy
major, chooses the Kinesiology Cafe in the K&A. He

w¥

says its staff is friendly and it has low prices; he also
likes that he can support a club.
“I'd rather support a club than

give

:
the

school

more money.” says Gutierrez.
The Kinesiology Club, which sells coffee and
snacks between 8 a.m. and 12 p.m. Monday through
Thursday, has the cheapest refill price at $0.50 (with
its cup

or with your own,

Gabriel

Flores

lives

any

size).

in the

and chooses the Library Cafe.
“It's close to my apartment
* the library four days a week

Campus
complex,

Apartments
and

So it’s the most

I’m in
conve-*

nient place for me and the prices aren't that bad,” he
says. Flores is a junior zoology major.
Check out this story online to see the interactive
map and find the cheapest cup of coffee on campus. You might be surprised. This map doesn't Currently reflect all clubs selling coffee.
Do you think your cup of coffee is cheaper? Tell
us where you sell it, what you sell and eviaen you éeill,«
and we Il update our Bile 97500
W821 ols: [aa as eh eal Sys)

contacted at thejack@
humboldt.edu

Campus

Cit

rt

Center,
Vows bent)

Courtesy of Google Maps

12 oz

16 Oz.

20 Oz.

$1- History Club and
Biotogy Graduate Student

$1 History Club Natural
Resources Club and
|

$2- College Creek
Marketplace,

$2.25- Library Cafe and | $0.50- Kinesiology
Muddy’s
Club

Association

Kinesiology Club

sey

- | Hilltop Market
Library Cafe,
The Depot Muddy’s
The J

and

Refill(your cup)

:
Most painters run their brush along a canvas. Claire Joyce glitters and
4 glues. She makes her paintings without a drop of paint by what she calls
eae painting.” These glitter paintings are on display at the Reese Bullen
allery.
Her process is different from oil or pastel painting. For one, she can’t use

an easel. Joyce creates the image, transfers it on to a panel, and covers the
area she works on with glue. She then carefully applies glitter with just her
fingers. It isn’t a simple art. Joyce says it can take up to 300 hours, roughly
12 days, to finish one painting depending on the detail and size.
Joyce teaches drawing at College of the Redwoods. She started glitter
painting six years ago when she was in graduate school at the University of
Georgia. “| was in a very macho painting department and using glitter was
kind of a rebellion. Working with such a common craft supply that is often
associated with frivolous female behavior was amusing,” she says. Glitters’
a
to change with different angles and lighting is another drawing point
or her.
Joyce gets ideas for the paintings from her own life. “My work is very
personal. Each painting references a very specific time or moment in
my life.” She says the imagery is oriented from art history. Her painting
“Learning This Happiness” points to a figure in a Botticelli painting called
“Primavera.” One of the Gods has flowers trailing from its mouth. Joyce says
this piece relates to Bottecelli’s own fear of marriage.One painting has a
woman with thought bubbles showing cleaning, wine, marriage and flowers.
The painting is titled “Much too much: Options and Obligations”
There are four paintings on display. All focus on women. “I think that
every painting has suggestions of roles that women play,” says CR student
Marlena Kellogg, a junior geology major.
The Reese Bullen Gallery is open Monday through Saturday. The current
exhibit “Grasping the Obvious” runs until March 12.
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Serving Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner
8AM to Midnight

THE
WORD ON
THE STREET

On the Plaza 744 Sth Street
822-3731 Phone Orders Welcome

www.thealibi.com

IS ONLINE

Trailer Park Mondays

Two For Tuesday

Hamburgers, Hot Dogs,

8am to 2pm

Hush Puppies, Corn Dogs,
Hot Wings, Deep Fried Dill
Pickles, Bud in the Can, Jello
Shots, Oly Specials

Buy any breakfast or lunch entree
and get one half price.

5pm to 9pm
Buy any lunch or dinner entree
and get one half price.

Irish Pub Wednesdays

Ono Luau Thursdays

Corned Beef & Hash, Lamb Chop S,

Aloha Chicken Wings, Maui Ahi

Halibut n’ Chips, Cheese Fries,
Irish Flag Shots, Guiness, 50
cents of Irish Whiskeys

Poke, Coconut Shrimp, Macadamia

Nut Halibut, Teriyaki Ginger Tofu,
Chicken Katsu, Blue Hawaiian,
AS
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Coming Soon:
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WN Christian

Mistress (New wave of
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Wednesday
The Humboldt

4

am
with DJ Al
)
Wake up & apprecigfe the beauty in life

A wake up to upbeat hi
. POP,
and R&B with o tang gf electricity
\niiinc,
Monica's

—
sf

ei
i
First
Radio

with Chicanos
A
Are y

Shybw
e mous

i

with “Absolute
Magical Filth”
Megs

_. with

“This tt Hoppening”

with The Wild Hare
~

eer

the hrguedt

with DJ Saucy

Bringing ail the best tracks back!

Prepore your delicote eors to be spoiled
rotten by my secret eat candy!

“Carpe Diem”

“The Cabin”

1 bring the tunes. you bring the
booze. Ar amazing mix of deliciousness

OFF AiR

These two hours will be dedicated
:

mix of music, trivia, interviews

i
‘ KRFH bfocomaral

and spoken word.

nun by the

Leen
with Suz

ee

It's going to be wid!

irown

te their

dds ire

ooo

of fantosol
ead

ia

ta tlale

stroy Your

Think your family is dysfunctional?

“The Grab Bag”
with DJ Gonzolink

with DJ Auz

Double A & DJ Screech
le pulled them all out!

Keepin’ it funky with on hour of the best
funked up music your @ors can handie!

Everything you need to start your
weekend, from Aesop Rock to Zion!
“Hour of Pow3r"

with Ule

L

The perfect Sunday blend of oldies

“Humboldt Hangover Bives”

with Rob The Lobster

pre nor and ta

“Your Best Friend Ever” . -

with Best Friend Mikey
Your favorite show ever!
e@e

Rockin’,

funky, chillin’, hipin’& a hopin’
who-knows-

tl

“All Kinds Of Blues”

“The Teleportation Station”
with Disc Jockey Knickerbockey
Teleportation does exist! We will travel
on moonbeams through the radio
streams & listen to groovy tunes on
our journey.
Buckle up & here we goooooosoo!
“G Dazzle Theme Hour”

“What's Up”

with Carl Johnson

with G Dazzle

with ionman
BEST of Lionman favorites
*

a

The best tunes centered around a
different theme each week.

Mood Music

with Evan Almighty

bingingSer
back thea livieh
todo a

«

aria

‘

"

Rieu

ak

_ You Od
did this, eee
now you fix it
-

Party

ee ae
with

“The Better Than Elevator Show”

“Saturday Shake Down"

50/50
Some old. with
SomeDJ new.
Some blues

with Chad Uno

andsome groove. Some hot and ,

ji

some kinda’not. Lots of hits and

overall dood...stuff.

ouz

Taking overt your airwaves with

“low-end Theory”

the best indie music.

"SmashRadio”

with Devstep
eee naan
“Wally Wolly's Wid Wordsolad Weekend”

with Little Miss Delirious

Everything dark, heavy and loud.
D-beat thrash metal, sudge punk,
crust, grind, industrial, darkwave,
and some occasional death rap.

i

ae
thee C-Minor

Rec

jerground hiphop
from its roots to now.

.
"The interet Will Make You Famous"}
yes DJ Sopwith. ting
i
eee
trospec
OSpPec'
chrome
i
with MC Mattasaurus
the FUTURE bus' 2010 American Tour.
sonieaea ame Hectic
Eclectic sounds from the interwebs. 1A musical journey feat. exctusive material
;
:
He
with ghosts of FUTURE'S past.

with Wolly Wally

eu iat
nm

eee

Tiday Night Feas'
with DJ Elliot

From soul to metal,
a

-

with Felix The Kool Cat

“Listen and Play”

win Seet-Colon

Subliminal Sundays

Jazz, blues, funky sould. and my tunes.

your ears.

Ali kinds of music and infomation
about video games.
Sa

joz.
mood

with DJ Alvanita =)

Rockin’ riffs & pounding for throbbing
temples. The only way to recover!

with DJ Auz & E-Motion
to ever groce

a

pn

Pack Party"

“Future Sounds”

“Bright Light, Big City

Serves 24

An hour of the bes! goosebump-inducing|
music

-

vith Lizzy G
‘
Listen to music with DJ Lizzy G.

Serve hot.

“Kick Start

“Backwoods Bagcave”

"Falling Through A Field”

City”

;

and

Joint Custody

with DJ Backwoods Baglady

with DJ Goldielocks & DJ Dropkick
with DJ Whitehorn
Think your family's dysfunctional? | 4 symbiosis of indie and electronica
“We

“Escape From Noise”
i
mai
eo
ae

ss

with DJ Goldielocks & DJ Dropkick

More soul than a sock with oa hole.

HOWL"

“Joint Custody”

Audiological Romance

y

with Ruby Tuesday

with OJ Widd& DJ Whitehorn

program following FCC
guidefines.

original HUmboldt radio cartoon!

-

My pick or yours... surprise mel

on
aol ea too
Lol
rat tt one :
‘ack

E

\

Eclectic”

»Woll

‘DJs have the freedom to

bons”

“Risa and Lala’s Fun Hour"
ith Marisa sa & & DJ Gooby y Goo
with

we ore entering a new dimension

with DJ Max G.

ever

Tn
n) euchele

Enjoy some alternative music before
that great Depot Hour.
“The Zambeze Hour”

with Tone Fluke

Cartoon”

cr jet

y

YourJustmind
wileraly
explode, | Aases/ieteernelemenanster
gerree Say kned iter he local
eae.
ae seriously...
see teneaeree Ser | Musd Reoeey
“Evening

students
fora the students.

crea

All roquest hour for Depoi/Muddy’s patrong
who enjoy popping a few back whire
some good tunes.

Morning

ae Tt

.blogspot.com
S
hy
ae babe

Tune ina every week for a new,

Welcome to the Triple F Strapin becouse

with Liberty Dunn

with DJ Dudesk

Student-Run

io ae

My picks of yours...surprise me!

friday™

with DJ Z

“The Low-Class Conspiracy”

“Musical Foodski”

@s a Jaunch pad for an eclectic

State's only

Se
te
‘
.
Stay
Playlist
Blog.

Eclectic music to help calm your
nerves and get you through the lost
f
fi
»

with Gonzolink

“Tone’s Thunder”

with Marisa

with Phoenix

with DJ Gooby Goo

with DJ Stissor

“Back on Track”

with DJ Grubbler

“Plattorm Productions”

“Finally

“Afternoon Theory”

with Yakob

Fun for the kids.

S

with DJ Nasty Nate Dawg

|

To your classy to your sassy.

with Milk

.

stole Of Mecoowton:

“Thissty Thursday Aflemoons”

Our aoversanes tremble at the sound
of our tunes... s00n they wil tremble

“Tarnished Tuesday Show"

"s)

Tt

with DJ Misdirect

“Saucy Time”
Eclectic batch of music & comedy.
From your cheesy to your sleazy.

;

pain

_ Request Number
707.826.6077 // KRFH.net:

“Saturday

with DJ Orea
Eclectic
of American
European
hits frommixFrance,
Spain. &Germany

“The Grab Bag”

”

brunc
rain

ine

with Little Miss Delirious

Frankenstein Show”

Brea vIn) ten ao
with DJ pes a

vay

ing you O taste of the living
Jubilee”

“Eurotrax”

with OJ Max G.

Playing
the most
awesome
cutts from
roddest
decade
oround.the
90s... the]

Tmutic you were created to...call your
porents...for real. you sworm & won the
music. Think about it...Deep.

Smack takin’ and booty shakin’

ptown, doo-wop, 50'srock, psychedelic
‘ock, oldskool hiphop, new wave,
G
qyish of swing
a Ry of dasco,
aniequests.

Densy:

start your Hump Day off right.

Resurrecting the dead though the
“jukebox

Ms.

Classic rock and casual indie to

with DJ Morbid
Glwove

=

"Moming 90s at 10"
“The th Classic
Casval"
Ms.
Dal

Black metal, dubstep.clossic rock,

with Lionman

"Bead:

ie

“Hair Of The Day”

with Yess & Rah
|uigve you ever wanted to nurse that

aati

e What's; Good .
Eclectic miss of killer tunes.

“The Feral Domain”
with DJ Sad Panda

Sunday

Saturday

hangover? |
Friday amoming
for The. | ne ot te ea cr ernie musc:| Tune _ brutal
| Fa a oscal vensty
ir
|
it
second.
news.
Ee
es

hiphop & whatever comes fo mind.

J

Friday

Thursday

“Moming Glory”
with Erik

mix ot different types
f Rock *N’ Roll.
Soe

Eclat

“Mr
with Tone Fluke

9

“Tueddoy
Tunes”
wor DJ Lady J

Doors open at 10:30 p.m

:

A show deals ated to vieth tional

fate

u

a

“Paturday Evening Dinner With Feeling’

Happy Hour

ds

i‘

with The Chief & Wally Wally

with DJ 415

Grab something to eat, veggies or

Whatever radioland wants.

Prepare to feel your food.

with Brondon Widder
Rock. Classic and Altemative From then

meat. We'll get you in ree

“Abuse”

wi ith Public Enemy y Ni Number 2

;

(

“Ghettoblaster Radio”

Punk, blackmetal,grindcore
,

with Joker G
Gnetioenater radio povides the best

saturday
tousness
with Phoenix

of hiphop from old to new sounds,
along with oldies and funk.

Get the night roliin’ with funky

And requests.

grooves, sexy sounds, & bumpin’ beats

“The Midnight Spot”

with DJ Galactosaur
a
with Captain Danger
Not your av

“t
S
wae iWon
‘dplay
Hiphop, spoken word, jazz electronic...
skip the bar and get loaded while
you isten,

“Metal, Mayhem & Full Moons”
with DJ Wolfman
For music that's shaken, not stirred.

ENG
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JAMES IRVINE

TRAIL

Derek

Lactaoen

Online

Hey Hikers,

Editor

AA

The first part of the James Irvine Trail makes you feel like you’re on a field trip. The
visitor’s center cabin and large, gaudy educational signs might overwhelm you as you
enter the trailhead. However, get onto the trail, cross the stream and weave around the
trunks of gargantuan redwoods and you feel mesmerized.
Just north of Orick, the James Irvine Trail cuts along the edge of a small canyon in
the Prairie Creek Redwoods State Park. As you walk, you curve in and out of finger-like
extensions from the hill. You leave giant trees and ferns, trail out to the outer edge of the
hillside, and peer down into a tangle of green and brown plant life.
Make sure to stay on the James Irvine Trail toward Fern Canyon. Other trails, like
Zig-Zag and Miner’s Ridge, will take you on long loops to other places. The James
Irvine Trail carves a direct-ish route through the forest and along Fern Canyon before
finally dropping down to the mouth of the canyon by the beach.

Hiking Difficulty Scale

Distance
11.5 miles

Some of the tree trunks and stumps along this trail are MASSIVE; you might get a

Bring

sense of vertigo visually following these trunks to the point where they stop growing
way up in the sky. But some of the interesting features of this hike are at eye ievel.
Crossing the stream several times provides a nice backdrop to the sound of birds
chirping and your own slight breathing. But once you get down to Fern Canyon, the
solid wall of indistinguishable green fronds is nearly overwhelming.
Cushy dirt makes this hike easy on the knees, but there are some decent hills
throughout the long walk. Over 11 miles make the James Irvine Trail the longest hike
that The LumberJack has featured this semester. But be brave. Try it. And let us know
how it goes.

Time
About four hours
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Driving Directions
Drive north on Highway 101
Take exit 753 toward Newton B. Drury Scenic Parkway
Turn left on to the parkway and drive about one mile until the
large clearing with the parking lot on the left side. You'll find
the visitors’ center and trailhead there.
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Hiking shoes or boots,
water, a large snack or
lunch and a camera.
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LUMBERJACKS MEN'S
s BASKETBALL VS. CAL
STATE DomiInGuEz HILLS
—~ For THE Win!
Marisa

at

Penkauskas

coe

a

db :
yt

and a Redbull to clear his head. This was a monumental win for his first season as head coach. He

5

sat down from his walk in a daze. “I’m shaking my
head in disbelief,” Kinder said. “It didn’t seem like

it would go this well this fast.”
The Toros started the game with the upper hand and scored 6 points before HSU struck
back with 2 points from junior forward Elliot
Babcock-Krenk’s free throws. The Jacks continued to gain points. Brian Morris, senior forward,
tied it up then pushed the team ahead with two
more free throws. Humboldt State held the lead

Photo provided by HSU Athletic Department

the rest of the game.
Kinder proudly described his top players.
“! was just about getting Brandon Sperling onboard and Randy Hunter on board and the rest
of the 14 new faces that we have going into this
camp in the fall,” he said. “They’re a bunch of
Clydesdales, I’ve got the reins and we're letting
them run.”
The Lumberjacks lost their previous game
against the Toros at Cal State Dominguez Hills,
but came back on their home turf. Morris was
benched during most of the last game for two
technical fouls, but worked hard for the redeeming win. “They’ve got a couple of dirty players
and they like to talk trash. The first time | let it
get to my head and this time | was prepared for
it,” Morris said. “They were doing a lot of talking
tonight, but you can’t do that much talking when
you’re down.”
Spada had more than one victory this game
-- he broke a record and contributed to the overall
win during his last year at Humboldt State -- with
his parents in the crowd to see it. At home or on
the road, Spada’s Dad watched his son play every
game in the last four years. ”Winning the conference title in my senior year... | couldn’t really ask
for a better way to do it,” Spada said.

ligne
opr!

Ernie Spada dribbled down the basketball
court in Lumberjack Arena. He snatched it midbounce and halted before the 3-point line. He
poised himself for the shot as he realised time
was running out. The ball flew through the air as
the halftime buzzer went off. The 1,850 supporters erupted into chaos. Dominguez Hills Toros
fans screamed in frustration as Jacks’ fans roared
out their cheers. This 3-pointer pushed Spada to
break the HSU all-time career 3-point record with
198 and contributed towards the Jacks’ victory.
The HSU men’s basketball team won the game
against Cal State Dominguez Hills 71-62 and became California Collegiate Athletic Association
champions
on Wednesday, February 23. The
Jacks ranked third in the country and second in
the Western Region.
Drenched in ice water, poured on him from his
excited players, Steve Kinder needed a short walk

fers esargs

Staff Writer

Marisa Penkauskas ma
be contacted at thejack
humboldt.edu
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WomEN’S BASKETBALL
END WITH
VICTORY
Stephanie Giles
Staff Writer

The women’s HSU basketball team won their
last game of the season against Cal State Los
Angeles 73-63. Senior Taylor Kilgore’s ended
with a victorious bang. Kilgore ran off the court
11 seconds before the end of the game to hug
her coach and the rest of her team mates.
“We all collectively did a good job tonight,”
Kilgore said. “I’m proud of my guards and my
team mates for hitting those free throws.”
The game against CSULA was close. HSU
stayed in the lead for the entire first half with
CSULA close behind, creeping in just one or two
points behind. “We’ve had so many close games
this year, with another one tonight,” Coach Joddie
Gleason said. The Jacks didn’t let the pressure
bring them down as CSULA stole the lead during
most of the second half. “It was back and forth in
the second half but we did a great job regrouping
down the stretch,” Gleason said.
The court turned into a battlefield, with CSULA
hitting 22 fouls against the Jacks. Although the
free throws were definitely an advantage, the
Jacks didn’t let the competition fuel their anger,
only hitting half the amount of fouls.

“We did a much better job moving the ball
and making those passes with primitive shooters,” Gleason said. Team mate Lisa Petty scored
the highest amount of points, 18 points with
three 3-pointers, during the game. “We definitely
hit more threes now than we did a month ago,”
Gleason said.
“There’s nothing like playing in this arena
and I’ve loved every minute wearing this jersey,
I’m really going to miss it,” Kilgore said. Kilgore,
a Communication major with a minor in News
Broadcast, was the only senior on the team this
year. She left her mark on the women’s team. She
attained top five in nine categories on her team
during the 08-09 season, including second place
among the team for 3-point shot attempts and
successful 3-pointers.
The team made 12-10 in CCAA and 15-11
overall. They played Cal State San Bernardino
in the first round of the postseason CCAA
Tournament at San Bernadino yesterday. For results, check the HSU Athletics website at www.
hsujacks.com.

Stephanie Giles may be
contacted at thejack@
humboldt.edu

THE JACKS WIN AT HOME
Michael Kennedy
Staff Writer

The No. 5 HSU Women’s
basketball
team
dominated
CSU
Dominguez
Hills
Wednesday night in a 75-40 win
at home. The Jacks controlled
the game from the start. “[The]
Coach challenged us...we said
if we win by less than 20 points,
we’re going to be disappointed
with ourselves,”
said senior
Taylor Kilgore.
“Execution was our focus
on offense,” said Jacks’ Head
Coach
Joddie Gleason. The
Jacks
outscored
CSUDH
in
every category and shot 50
percent in comparision to the
Toros’ 31 percent.
With 10 players on the court,
the Jacks’ overwhelmed the
small
eight-member
CSUDH
squad. Kelly Kime was the top
scorer, shooting 13 points with

a perfect shooting percentage.
“They only had eight players...
we just stayed focused, played
strong and had a lot of players
see game time” said Kime.
The Jacks’ took full advantage of the tired Dominguez
hills in the second half and subs
stepped up. As one of the last
home games for the Jacks, and
one of the last games for senior
Taylor Kilgore, this win meant
more for the players than their
record. “She has been a great
leader, and we want her to leave
here on a good note,” said Kime.
“We wanted to come out strong
and play hard, which is what we
accomplished tonight...!’m_ really proud of our subs, we had
a lot of great play come off the
bench,” said Taylor Kilgore.

Mickael Kennedy may be
Photo provided by HSU Athletic Department

contacted at thejack@
humboldt.edu
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LUMBERJACKS BRING HOME GOOD
MARKS FROM MEET AT CHico STATE
UNIVERSITY

Doors at 8 pan, $35/30 21+
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Ocean Night Film Screéning
Doors

at 6:30 pan.

$3 donation All Ages

Saturday
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Starship Troopers

Online

For their first meet of the
season, the Humboldt State
track and field team traveled
to Chico State for the Wildcat

Relays over the weekend.

Doors at 7:30 p.m. $5 Rated R

Lactaoen

Cold
weather
and
snow on the passes didn’t stop
the Lumberjacks from making
the drive to Chico, Calif., to post
some impressive marks for the
first meet of the season.
The team had an intersquad

meet

two weeks

ago,

but this was the first chance
for real competition. This was

Editor

also the first track meet for
new head coach Scott Pesch.
Chico State, Butte College and
Oregon Tech competed against
the Lumberjacks. The women placed second in overall
team competition and the men
placed third. Chico State won
both team competitions.
The Wildcat Relays is a
unique

competition

that

com-

bines results from a school’s
athletes in each event and
awards them a place accordingly.
Although she didn’t win
her events, Heather Snyder had
an impressive day in the ring.
She threw 38.89m in the discus
throw and 43.35m in the hamin

ran that race in 12:30. Their win

both. She came in fourth in the
shot put with a mark of 12.08m.

was Pesch’s “personal highlight” of the day.
“For us to go in and take

mer

throw

to

pldce

second

Coming off of her redshirt
season, senior thrower Jennifer

Deegan placed third in both the

very

bined

Mazatlan
Puerto Vallarta

marks

Deegan’s

placed

them

comfirst

in the discus relay and second
in the shot put and hammer relays. Pesch calls them the “dynamic duo.”
She said the meet
was
a good opener for competition and that in all the events,
Humboldt had solid marks.
“This coming season is going to be a strong one,” she
said. “If our team keeps up the
enthusiasm
and
hard
work,

| think w@ have a shot at having some
top performances
for the big meet [Conference
Championships].”
Several
Lumberjacks
brought home individual wins.
Billy Burgess won the 110m
hurdles in 16.79 seconds and
Brad Wright threw the hammer

BY

3/15

FOR

lus Sleaze
TRAVEL

FROM

3/15

- 5/15

*FARE SALE RULES: Valid From: Eureka. Advance Purchase: 14 days. Exception; Mexico has no advance purchase restriction (walk-up). Purchase By: 3/15/10. Travel From:
3/15/10. Complete Travel By: 5/15/11. Day/Time Availability: Within the U.S.: Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Saturday. To/from Mexico: Monday through Friday;
Exception: Service to/from La Paz does not operate on Tuesday or Friday. Blackout Dates: Travel to Mexico: Mar. 16-20, 23-27, and Mar. 30-Apr. 3, 2011. Travel from Mexico; Mar,
25-28, Apr. 1-4, 7-11, 2011. No blackout dates for travel within the U.S. Not Included in the Fares Shown: U.S. Airport Passenger Facility Charges of up to $9 (amount depends
on itinerary), U.S. Federal Segment Tax of $3.70 per segment (take-off and landing), Sept. 11 Security Fee of $2.50 per enplanement. Additionally to Mexico: U.S. Immigration
User Fee of $7, U.S. APHIS Fee of $5, U.S. International Transportation Tax of $16.30, Mexico International Departure Tax of up to $40.00 (fluctuates with dollar-peso exchange
rate), Mexico Tourism Tax of up to $24.00 (fluctuates with dollar-peso exchange rate), Mexico Transportation Tax of 4% of the fare (fluctuates with dollar-peso exchange rate),
‘Additional U.S. taxes may apply to itineraries involving a U.S. stopover of more than 12 hours duration. Other Important Information: All taxes and fees shown are based on
one way travel and may be doubled if traveling round trip. Tickets are non-refundable, but can be changed for a $75 fee when changes are made online at alaskaair.com ($100
when changes are made through our reservation call center) and any applicable changes in fare. A ticket purchased at a Horizon Air or Alaska Airlines airport location or through
one of our reservation call centers will cost $15 more per person than the advertised fare. Seats are limited and may not be available on all flights or all days. Some markets]
may not operate daily service. All fares, taxes, and fees are in U.S. dollars and are subject to change without notice and other restrictions apply. Some flights may be operated
by or in conjunction with Alaska Airlines or one of our alliance partners. A $20 per bag charge will apply for up to three checked bags. Additional fees apply to check more than
|three bags or overweight or oversized items. See our checked baggage policy at alaskaair.com for more details.

our

different

to LAX

Snyder and

makes

of

staff feel cautiously optimistic,”
said Pesch, looking ahead to
the rest of the season.
Pesch
said the coaches
will use performances at Chico
to set the roster for the following meets, including larger invitationals at the University of
Oregon and Stanford University.
Looking ahead to the rest of
the season, he said “our men
are competitively deep and our
women are a small squad, but
very effective.”
The Lumberjacks travel to
Turlock, Calif., this weekend for
Stanislaus Preview at California

See below for travel requirements, other restrictions,
and the fees and taxes not included in the fares shown.*

PURCHASE

a lot

place

is a new personal record.

All fares are one way and do not require a round-trip purchase.

HURRY!

in

and

40-foot 1.5-inch shot put throw

La Paz
Loreto

Mwlez

well

points

events

Great connections to Mexico

800.252.7522
(TTY 800.682.2221)

some

shot put and discus throws. Her

Los Angeles

alaskaair.com

away

Nonstop &
Direct flights
from Eureka

es

onds. Senior Nico Arguelles
was
second
behind
Malain.
He said the meet was a good
chance to tune up for competition and prepare for the rest of
the season.
“| think this group of men
and women is ready to have a
breakout season and put HSU
track and field back on the map
a bit,” said Arguelles.
On the women’s side, runners from the distance team
placed first in the Distance
Medley Relay; the race combines the 400-meter, 800-meter, 1200-meter and 1600-meter races into one relay. lrene
Graham,
Kathryn
Randall,
Alizah Rotman and Bridget Berg

coaching

State University Stanislaus. The
meet will give the HSU athletes a chance to test the facilities that will host the California
Collegiate Athletic Association
conference championship meet
in May.

over 48 meters to win the event.

Eric Malain won the 3000-meter
run

in 8 minutes

and

46

sec-

Derek Lactaoen may be

contacted at thejack@
humboldt.edu
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Staff Writer

MORE

ABOUT

HIS

CORE

Shannon Childs, HSU’s head athletic trainer, says a strong core, along with flexibility, is a critical component in creating a neutral spine and pelvic balance. “A weak
core and tight hamstrings are recipes for disaster when it comes to lower back
pain,” explains Childs.
Great exercises for beginner and elite athletes are bridge exercises says Childs.
These exercises target your abdominal muscles, gluteus maximus and lower back,
but keep your spine in a neutral position to avoid injury.
To preform a bridge exercise, lay on your back with your feet on the floor, hipdistance apart, arms at your sides. Push down through your heels, tighten your
abdominal muscles and raise your buttocks off the ground. Your body should form
a diagonal line from knees to chest. While keeping your stomach tight, lower your
body back down to the floor until you are two inches from the ground. Pause, then
raise your hips back up to form the diagonal again. Start slow, with only 10-12 repetitions then work your way up to three sets of 15 repetitions.

Kaci Poor may be contacted
at thejack@humboldt.edu
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Tyler Simmons doesn’t care about his abs. The Humboldt State track and field
athlete hates sit-ups. Simmons cares about his core.
Angela Dendas, who graduated from HSU with a Masters in Exercise Science,
wrote her thesis on the core.
A part-time lecturer and instructor for the Strength Fitness class in the Student
Recreation Center, Dendas describes the core as a house. Different sets of muscles
represent the six sides. In her analogy, your abdominal muscles represent the front
wall and your paraspinals, the muscles running along your spine, represent the back
wall. Your obliques serve as the side of the house, your diaphragm as the roof and
your pelvic floor as the basement.
Dendas says a strong, stable core is more important than defined abdominal
muscles because the core represents a larger area. A solid core supports the spine
and allows individuals to transfer force through their extremities efficiently. This
leads to better athletic performance.
Simmons sees the benefits of having a strong core when he competes in track
and field events. “You have to be able to maintain an upright torso, a tight spine and
the ability to transfer force,” he says.
A strong core also keeps him safe.
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Strength and Conditioning coach Angela Dendas describes three exercises to help you build a stiheals’ stable

a

WV

core: the Rocker, the Can-Opener and the Hiker. Tim Souza, Strength and Conditioning intern, was kind

enough to model these exercises for The Lumberjack.
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Step 1. Lay on your back with your feet
on the floor, hip-distance apart, arms at
your sides. Cross your right leg so your
right foot rests on your left knee.

“Step 1. Lay on your back with your legs |
straight out. Cross your arms behind your)
head to support your neck.

| Step 1. Begin in plank position, with only your |
forearms and toes touching the ground. Keep
; your neck in a neutral position. Don’t pike

| upwards or sag downwards. Your body shoul
form a diagonal line from shoulders to feet.

Step 2. Contract
your abdominal
muscles and lift your
buttocks and lower
back off the ground.
Push into the ground
with your hands to
stabilize your body.

Hold and then slowly
lower back down to
the ground. Switch
legs and repeat.

Step 2. Lift both legs off the ground two to
three inches. Bend your right leg so your hip
and knee form 90-degree angles. Crunch up
with your upper torso and touch your right
elbow to your right knee. Hold and then
slowly lower back down to the ground. Switch
legs and repeat.

Step 2.
Squeeze
your left
your left
starting

Raise your left foot of the ground.
your abdominal muscles and cross
leg under your body. Try to touch
leg to your right elbow. Return to the
position. Switch legs and repeat.

|
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Protest on our Behalf

what’s so fucking cool about them.” -Vincent Vega,

Pulp Fiction

Well let’s not pussyfoot around. Foot
fetishism is a pronounced sexual
interest in feet or footwear. Interest

could revolve around the shape
or size of the foot, the sound of
footsteps, the smell or even the taste.

Brown also intends to raise state tuition fees.
At Humboldt State, fees have increased by
296 percent since 2001. Within the last year,
three programs were cut from HSU: nursing,
computer information systems, and the theater,
film and dance’s masters program. It has yet to
be announced how this year's cuts will affect
us. With schools already on tight budgets, it is
hard to imagine how to move forward.

———__——

frame.

organs.
Expression of attraction varies trom

adornment (jewelry or shoes) to
has not shied away from celebrity
spotlight either. Recently Rex
Ryan’s wife gained attention due
to a likeness of herself performing
in a foot fetish video to a voice
with the likeness of her hubby.
Quentin Tarantino stated on national
television that he has a “fondness”
for feet and enjoys filming them.

A “fetish” in the strictest of technical

definitions indicates dysfunction
and obsession. That’s not to say
that if you are simply aroused by
feet that you should be ostracized.
Most statistical data shows that a
foot fetish is the most common of
all fetishes. In 2006, AOL released
a list of the search terms submitted.
In ranking only those phrases that
included the word “fetish”, it was
found that the most common search
was for “feet”. So what’s with all the
fuss?

—

THE Lumeensack

locations on your body as well. For
example, the ball of your foot is

admiring the shape to foot jobs. It

as well. Feet should be regarded the
same as any other part of the human

Increasing tuition fees makes it harder for
students to pay for school. Students need
to be able to afford school in order to get a
degree. Getting a job without a degree is
nearly impossibly in the modern economy.
As students, we need to take notes from this
year’s protesters and take a stand for our
education.

foot are linked to different pleasure

is often considered rude. However,
sex manuals in China from the Qing

to stray further to the ankles and feet

budget cuts. Where were we this year?

parietal lobe of your brain that deals
with sensory input. Sensations from
the feet may mix with sensations from
the genitals and vice versa. A foot
reflexology chart shows that different
locations on the bottom of your

linked to your heart and lungs and
the instep is linked to your internal

playing with women’s feet. It’s not
unheard of for a fan of the lower legs

together in a protest against the education

|

SUBMISSION POLICY

The most popular theory is that the

Send submissions to: Opinion Editor Jordan Sayre at
lumberjack.opinion@ gmail.com

Actor David Boreanaz also stated
that he has a female foot fetish and
toe cleavage turns him on. Ladies,
the shoe that lets just the tops of your
toes show is one of his favorite looks.
Fashion trends lean towards
promoting the admiration and

discovery of beauty in the foot.
Although this is mostly predominant
in fashion aimed at women. Among
women’s shoes are spiked heels,

cork wedges, and strappy sandals.
Many cuts or styles of shoe enhance
the ankle or the toes. Shoe or boot
fetishes are not unheard of.

touch senses for your feet and your
genitals occupy adjacent areas of
the somatosensory cortex in your
brain. The cortex is a structure in the

Opinion’ in the subject line or c-mail

Letters to the editor may not exceed 350 words.

So kick off your boots and relax. You
may find yourself a new friend.
The

Lumberjack wants to introduce to you
anew

Guest columns may not exceed 750 words.

All letters and columns may be edited for grammar and
spelling.

CHEERS AND JEERS

We reserve the right to edit profanity and obscenity and
may hold content tor any reason.
New contributors may be given preference over return
contributors.
Please include your name, eelenhone number, city

of residence, and affiliation with relevant campus or

community organizations.
New
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contributors may be given preference over return

sontributors.
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ISU students should provide their major and class
standing.
items.
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Cheers to this awesomely weird weather
hail, rain, snow and sun all in one day!
Crazy!

X

section

this semester
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Have you ever wanted to publicly thank the cashier at
the Depot for being so kind on a day you needed it?
Or have you wanted to tell off the biker who cut you
off on your way down B Street?
Tell them now in less than 60 words

x
Find this new community-based
section online at

Cheers to Paige Peterson’s stirringly
beautiful rendition of The Star Spangled

We also welcome cartoons, spoof articles. and other
ALL SUBMISSIONS MUST BE
PRECEDING PUBLICATION,

that’s

Now, | have met a number of people
who are completely disgusted by
feet. They won't allow feet to be bare
or in their presence. In the Middle
East, showing the sole of your foot or
touching somebody with your shoe
Dynasty listed 48 different ways of

Last year CSU and UC students participated

—_———_—__—

MBB
and they all

By Catherine Wong

state property.

Include “Attn:
submissions.

‘’ve given a million ladies a million foot massages,

meant something. We act like they don't, but they do, and

On Tuesday, more than 400 University of
California students marched on the capitol to
protest Governor Jerry Brown's proposal to cut
$500 million from the CSU and UC systems.
Each CSU campus will face a 10 percent cut.
Five students were arrested on suspicion of
assembling and protesting without a permit on
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Banner before Friday’ night’s basketball

games in the East Gym.
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Welcome Back HSU Students!

TIN CAN MAILMAN
BUYS BOOKS, including
TEXTBOOKS for cash or
trade credit. Huge selection,

www.wildwood.ws

open daily. Corner of 10th &

¢

H Arcata

Jason T. Stuan, D.D.S.
Russell L. Davis, D.D.S.

Voyage-Aire
Folding

RENTAL

Guitars now in
stock with Travel

RogersRentals.com

Preventive and Restorative Care

back pack case

20% Student Discount for Initial Exam and X-Rays

2 Bedroom apartment
112 H St, Arcata, $800

|

950 I Street. Arcata, CA 95521 822-0525

1027 | St. Arcata, (A 822-6264 M-F 10:30-6:30 Sun 12-4

Desc pucnsnoot © HSU
Thursdays * 5:00-7:00 pm ¢ “J” Mezzanine Level

Depo-Provera shots, Nuva Ring

Suite

>

és

* Rapid HLV Testing
. Pregnancy Testing

(70) 822-1374

45 not
enough

* Emergency Contraception (Pian BY
© Condoms 4 other supplies

'

we
Located in North
Arcata, next to the

Open
Monday-Saturday *10-6

1102 5th Street
Eureka * 445.9022

Eye Wear - Books - DVD’s

We Now Repair Broken Glass

*ROOR
*PURE
*PHX
*BROKEN
GLASS-ON-GLASS

es

(Don't Give Up On

761 8th St.

On the Arcata Plaza

PLAZA

Call for to-go orders

CHINESE

or reservations

RESTAURANT

822-6105

Closed
Mondays

es
es
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ee

Ultrasonic Cleaning
Mercury Free Fillings

ee

ee

Wisdom Teeth
Root Canal Treatment

ee

Hunan
Yl

Cosmetic Bonding

ee

the Plaza...

Inc.

Arcata Dental Office

Nitrous Gas-Stereo Sound

ee

Fine Chinese Cuisine on

Sonia R. Bautista, DMD

ee

ee

ee
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ee
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in town!

Emergency Care

ee

Veta/V\ 7
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All other types too!

Kryoy

Oral Conscious Sedation

ees

OK!

Lane

Glass - Torches - Tools - Kilns

Welcome back students!

ees

FAST!
EASY!
PERSONAL& |
TAX REFUND

MENU

|
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CA$H

VEGETARIAN
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RESTAURANT

We have the largest

Giuntoli

Store on

Glasshouse has everything you need to learn:

Your Favorite Piece)

cee

seen by families visting for graduation!

HUNAN * CANTON *PEKING
SZECHUAN * MANDARIN * DIM-SUM

hes

**This one will be out all summer and is will be

Pee Ce MLE Dem remem

oR Tc

y

Lane

B Arcata

Country

NAA CMS ORIG

CHECKS

patch
1264 Giuntoli

* Gonorrhea Testing

ronssB ioc)

STANTON’S

Chron

. Crtomydio Testing

Pee Crane

FROM

GLASS HOUSE
TOS UTE Laat 3)

* Birth control options including: Birth Controt pills,

It just did,

ACROSS

Glass Gifts Under $20!

Offering the following services:

WORK?
CACO

It’s not as hard as you might think
LESSONS AVAILABLE!

Tuesdays * 12:30-3:30 pm ¢ Student Health Center

ADVERTISING
CCAD

WANT TO LEARN TO
BLOW GLASS?

d Parenthood*

‘

Pl

»

Six Rivers

>

RogersRentals.com

New Patients
Welcome

We Cater to
Cowards

1225 B St. (2 Blocks from HSU) 822.5105
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PRIVATE OUTDOOR HOT TUBS
TRADITIONAL SAUNA CABINS

AND TUBS
é
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Sun-Thurs:

noon - IIpm

Fri-Sat: noon - lam

COFFEEHOUSE

OPEN EVERY DAY
[INCLUDING SUNDAYS & HOLIDAYS
CORNER 5TH & J. ARCATA
822-2228 FOR RESERVATIONS
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